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Problems Concerning the Lunar Sphere of Infl"uence

I. Introducti.on

The purpose of this memo is to describe the present riesign of

COLOSSUS with respect to program determination and events that

occur in the prograrrr at a crossing of the iunar sphere of influence.

Actua11y, the events do not occur when the vehicle crosses the

sphere, but when the integrated state r.ector does. The program as

designed appears to be internally consistent in its processing; how-

ever, problems exist in external communications near the sphere.

Ai: attempt is made to list some of the problems and constraiuts,

specifically in ground/AGC communications near the sphere. To

ohtain a better understanding of these problems and potentlal ones,

a description of the program logic and changes rvhich occur at the

lunar sphere is also included.

Since this memots purpose is primarily to point out what the

present design i.s and the prohlerns which exist with it, section 6

proposes some changes to rerrrove sor-ne of the restri.ctions if it
is deemed necessary. (It appears to rne that it is)



2. What is the Sphere ?

When considering the motion cf the spacecraft in the presence

cf bolh th'e moon and tkre earlh rt is :.mportant ro select the body tt
which spacecraft motion is to be referred. That is, it is necessary
to know at rvhat distance's the perturbing acceleration of the earth
becomes equal to that of the moon.

These distances define a surf,ace about the moon which is approximated

by a sphere and is referred to as the "sphere of influence of the moon"

wi.th respect to the earth. Inside the lunar sphere the motion of
the spacecraft is deter.mined with the moon as the origin and primary,
body and earth secondary and outside the sphere the earth is the

primary body and origin.

The AGC program approximatesl the radius of the lunar sphere

at 64,3?3, ?60 meters from the center of the moon.

3. Program Determination of the Sphere

In COLOSSUS the coasting flight integration routine determjnes

when the spacecraft is in or out of the lunar sphere. It does this by

examining the vehiclds state at the beginning of each time step during

an integration. It essentially compares the distance of the state from
the center of the moon and the radius of the lunar sphere and changes

the origin to moon or earth accordingly

The logic used is explained in more detail in Appendix A and is

contained in R5?7 section 5 COLOSSUS Dec 1967 Pg 5.2-30.

1 The actual values of the radius of the sphere of influence range from
32, 000 ta 41, 000 mi1es.
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impor-tant to note here that the rntegr"ation routine has rrany
cperaticn wlrich essentiaiilr are as lollows:

Precision {Encke) integratron ,;f the actuel LM ar CiVl state

Precision (Encke) integration of the actual (perrnanent) Ltul

cr CM state anci updalg {replace) the LM or CM state.

note: This mode is always used by P00, or navigation
programs and is the mode which integrates the W*Matrix.
Conic (Kepler) "integration" of the actual LM or CM state.

Integration of a specified state vector Encke or Kepler.

I, glJ modes the tests descri.bed in Appendix A for the origin
change are made. Also in all cases Index register 2 is set to 0

or -2 for earth or moon respectively as output indicators to the

calling program. However, only in b) above is the actual state

origin changed and flags LMOONFLG and CMOONF LG set.

In all other modes index register 2 output from integration
indicates which sphere the state vector just integratecl is in.'

What Happens When the Origin is Changed ?

In summary, the integration routine is the only AGC routine

which changes automatically the origin and further it only changes

the permanent memory state on a precision update and replace

type integration (mode kr above).

When the permanent state vector is updaied across the sphere

(e.ither way) the following occurs:

a) The permanent state vectors {RnBCtCSivt, vRtrCTCSM

TDELTCSM, etc. ) are transformed to the new origin
earth or moon and the scaling changes accordingl-y.

:\
h')

c)

d)



The scaling for earth and moon is shown in Appendj"x B.

The integration routine starts outputting to the caliing
program the resulting state _in 2 scaHngs. That is,

narr, VATl'are alwa)'" 229 meters and 2 
7 m/cs. and

RATT1 and VATTl *r* 227 meters and 25 rn/cs inside

the lunar sphere. Outside.the sphere, RATTl and

VATlfl are the same as RA!|T and VATT"

bi The origin of the coordinate system changes accordingly

and LMOONFLG and CMOONFLAG are set or reset

depending on which vehicle is heing integrated, indicating

the origin.
c) The origin of the downlink state vectors RN, VN and

ROTHER VOTHER, PIPTIME are changed to earth or

moon accordingly. However, the scaling remains at

229 rneters and Z7 rnf cs always. It should be noted that

there is a short time interval during which both states

are not at the same origin since only one state is integrated

at a time in P00

5. What are the Problems?

An attempt rn'as made to examine each of the mission programs

to determj.ne if problems occur near the sphere. The first step was

to categorize the programs as to where it was assumed they operate.

The categories used are:

CATEGORY MEANING

loperatesinearthorlunarsphereandacrossthe
sPhere with no known Problems.

2 .operates in earth o.r lunar sphere but has restricting
problems concerned with the sphere'

3 Operates in earth or lunar glllt only' That is,

it is generally assurned to not operate in translunar

ortransearthtrajectoriesandthereforedoesnot
have anY sPhere Problems.
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Operates in earth sphere cnly.
Operates in lunar sphere on1y.

{}pcrate s cn the e arthr= el:-face cn1.i.

I

'This chart is included as Appendix C.

Some comments are made about various problem areas

with the present design:

a) P30 trxternal Delta V
The AV input must be in a 1oca1 vertical system at an origin

which corresponds to the CM state at TIG. The problem here

is that the ground must uplink the AV local vertical whose origin
' is consistent with what the AGC will deterrnine for Clr,{ state

origin at TIG.

b) P31 General Lami:ert
The constraint in this program is that the target vector

(RTARG) and the CM state, as determined by the AGC, must

both be in the same sphere. Note this a general constraint which is not
accounted for in program lcgic of the Lambert routine and applies to P40

Lambert burns as well.
c) P3? Return to Earth (RTE) Targetting

The RTE program will compute a return trajectory only if
the CM state at TIG is outside the lunar sphere (i. e. it will
alarr-n otherwise). It should be noted that the constraint is at

TIG and that the actual return traiectory solution can cross the

lunar sphere. The program computes a "direct return"
trajectory.

one prohrlem to note is that if the cM state at TIG is outside

the lunar sphere but behind the moon in such a way that the

return trajectcry may intersect the moon itself. This situation

occurs only i.n a limi.te.d set of conditions bgtilieessence is that

RTE does not know where the moon is nor does it constrain

the return trajectory by the position of the moon.



d) F40, 41 SP*q RC*e Thrusting
As indicated'abcve t!:ese r-r*gra*1s have the sarne prohiem

as P31 fcr ail- I,aribert i;urns :nea-r the sphere" That is, the

Clvt'state when the A-rerage G is initializ*ri b;r AYETOMII]
musi i:e in the sanie suirere as the target vectoi:. Once
AVERAGE G begins there is nr: center change"
Fresently there i.s a prag:'am discr'epancy here in that AYtrEAGE G is
initialized with a state in. RI{, VN which can have different
origin than is indicated by CMOONFLG" This means an

inconsistency ln the Dow-n1ink of the state vector actual

origin and CMOONFLG origin. This can occur because

MiIITOAVE routines inltialize RN, VN usi.ng a mode of the

integration routine which does not do a permanent update

(i. e. Mode a).

e) ?L7, F-20, P34, P35, P38, P39, P74, F?5, P?E, P79,

R31, R34, R36, R32

These are prograrns and routi.nes which are used during rendez-

vous and assu.me that both vehicles states are j.n the same sphere

and in earth or lunar orbits for rendezvous. The targeting
programs are coded to assume that CMOONFLG defines which

sphere. The programs initialize MU based on this f1ag.

There is no coding in any of the atrove programs to examine

sphere changes during the program operati.on. Both states

must remain in that sphere for the entire operation of the

routj.ne. Thj.s is not considered a program problem.

f) Other Problems
There are a set of programs whi.ch are generally assumed

to be used only in earth or lunar orbit but can be useci for the

entire range of the misslon with some problems. For example

P21 i-s limited in its altitude displav to 10000 naut' miles

which is also true of the perigee and apogee display in R30.

Obviously, these prograrns, regardless of the above mentioned

problems, would also be discontinuous in their outpr:t if
operated through the lunar sphere. That is, a lat. long. for earth

would suddenly change to moon.

This is also not considered a problem



g) P27 clvtc update

The CMC updat* prGgran: P2? requires updating cf the state

veclors with an indication of ori.gin and vehlcle. This is done

through a word UtrSVFLG w"hich ccntains thre followrng:

'UPSVF.I-.G = =1 Lnt state earth or:igin

-2 LM state moon origin
+1 CM state earth origin
+2 Cl\l state moon origin

These controls update the permanent memory state vector
(RRtrCfCSm, RECTLM, etc. ) and set CMOONFLG or

LMOONFLG accordingly.

It is important to note here what P00 does with respect to
an uplinked state.

P00 always integrates the LM state to the time of the CM

state. A1so, it will noi integrate the CM state if the time of

the CM state is ahead of current time. It uri1l integrate the

state when j.t becomes oider than 4 time step's.

P00 also processes the LM and CM state independently even

though the vehicles may be attached. If it can be assumed that

both states are always uplinked together then an uplink of the

states ahead of current time {for example in a different sphere

than the present state) P00 will not integrate these states until
the CM state is 4 time steps old.

However if only the LM state is uplinked in advance of current
time, (*.g. in lunar sphere) then it will be integrated back to the

time of the CM state

In P00 the LIVI permanent state is not integrated if SURFLAG

is on. That is, when the Ll\t is on the moonrs surface.



h) Gene raL

The r*ast'significant pr"o}:1*::r, as tr see it, is that cornmunication
between the ground and the GNCS becomes difficult (especialiy)
for the grcund's point of view) with respect to uplink cf data

ne'ai the qphere. The proi:lem is ihat the ground must predict
when the AGC will determine it is in or out of the sphere and

uplink the data accordingly. F'or example, if the ground is
attempting to uplink data near the sphere for a P31 Lambert
or P30 External AV burn the TIG which is uplinked must be

such that CM state integrated to that time (TiG) will result in
a state which is at the corresponding origin as tne AV or

' target vector uplinked.

As pointed out previously, the determinatron of orrg:.n rs tested

only at the beginning of each time step in orbital integration
and therefore the origin change made by the integrati-on routi.ne

will probably not occur exactly at the sphere radius. That is,

at the beginning of a tj.me step the state can be slightly greater
than constant Ra"rn radius of the sphere in which case it will
be integrated through that entire step without changing origin.

The size of a time step of a state near the sphere is approxi.mately

4000 secs, which corresponds to approximately 2 - 3,000 miles.

T'his defines a spherical she1l 2 - 3,000 miles thick around the

moon which when the ground attempts to uplink information to

the computer for an event to occur inside that sheil it will be

difficult for the ground to "psyche out" the AGC as to which

origln the AGC will be using.



6. Possible Changes

There are sever al approaches which can be taken t* irnpro'.re

the Cesign. !{or,"rever the changes recorllmended here are primariir'
influenced by schedule constraints wtth a mtnimum impact to the

program structur.e as it exists no,,&/. {Of course, one alterirative
is tc "live with rvhat exists now" and dc nothlng. i

The following changes are proposed:

a) P30 trxternal AV

Add a display DSKY input (or uplink) to a11ow input of the origln
of the AV which is input. P30 would require a change to compute

the proper rotation matrix for the state vector origin at TIG and

change the AV origin accordingly to maintain internal consistency.

b) P31 General Lambert

Add a flag to indicate the origin of RTARG and modify P31

logic to change RTARG to the origin corresponding to .cM state

vector at TIG. The RTARG flag will be changed by the program

if RTARG is'changed. Thj.s also'implies slight changes to P34,

5, B, I and 70's to set this flagbased on CMOONFLG.

c) P40, 41 SPS, RCS Thrust

Change the inltialization of AVtrRAGE G and initialization of

RN, VN and PIPTTME to set cMooNFLG to the origin of RN vN

to ensure downlink of consistent data.

Also a change wj.11 be required in the pre-thrust calculations

of the P4A141 programs to ensure that origin of the state at

AVtrRAGE G initialj.zation is the same as RTARG ori.gin and if not

to change RTARG. . Note that AVERAGtr G initiatization and TIG

are 2 different times and, of course, tlre origin could change.



d) P37 Return to Barth ?argeting

There a4e a humber. of changes s,hicl: could l:e made to th|s

program all of v;hich require further evaiu-ation anci investigaticn

of the problem to more fuily determine the scope and

of tr,ajecto^r:ies tirat cause probiems.

One solution might bre to add some logic in the end of the conic

phase which takes the position of the CM at TIG and the computed

return velocity and using time Theta computes the time to the

earth moon line (i. e. lEr*i ) trr"r, using the position at that tirne

(output from the time Theta Sub) compare it to IOU*l t K where

K iS a distance from the.moon and alarm if the position is that

close to the moon.

After discussion of these problems and proposed changes it can

be evaluated as to what, if any, changes should be made to the

colJossus programs to eliminate some of these problems.



APFENDIX A
F'I-O}^/ OF ORIGIN CENTER CHANGtr LOGIC, CCLCSS{TS

Below is a flort,of rhe logic usea in orLrital integrar.ion for
determining origin change.

The first test made determines if the state vector is in
"midcourse" (ly1 = 1;. (i. e. magnitude of R greather than 6,7?8, 165

meters for earth primary and 2, 138,090 meters for moon primary.
If the state is not in midcourse no coordinate center change is
necessary. If it is, then program tests if the present state is
Lreading toward or away from the lunar sphere. It computes and

tests K = (R"gm . VCO^) At where E"O* and V"O* are the

conic position and veloci.ty and At is the time step and accounts for
integrating a state vector forward or backward in time. If K is > 0

then a state vector centered at ei.ther body is not approaching the

sphere. If K< 0 then the routine essentially tests the distance

from the moon (of this state) and determines if the primary body

should be changed. If the origin center is changed the state is
rectified and the integration continues with the state at the new origin.

See attached flow chart.
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7"e

7e"

V,Q

Rspn

Conic position & vel-ocity veciors of the

slat* beir:g inie grated"

Time step compute d by integratior:

, 3 2
A+ _ 2 : _l___

,-,L - ., ,[-

where lt is signed + or * integrating forward
or backward in time.

Primary body flag
0 = earth
1 = moon

Vector from primarY to secondary body

TrmwhenP=0
-iBmwhenP= l-

where 7U* is the posi.tion of the rnoon w. r. t.

the earth generated by the lunar solar

ephemeris routine.

Vector from the secondary body to the

state (spacecraft)

Velocity of the secondary body W' R' T' the

primary bodY

Radius of sphere 64,373,760 meters

={



E*ter frcn:
integration
eae\ step

AFPENDIX A

Yes

Yes

Yes

MIDCOU

Comp*te

N = (EcOm' I56*i at

No ^1 \"u"
(MOON) ?lrl ,'spH

'ec < Rspnecti-fication
Required

Change Origin

ICON = ICON -tpe
Ycom=YCow-Ype

P= 1- P

RECTIFY
1.) add deviations
to conic oositi.on

& veloeit;r
2) set deviations

to zero

RETURN



*,}}PEN]}IX g

E3E Hi!/l AI{ENT STATE !'ECT*ff.S

I

Ti:ese,regisier" **r:tai:: th* *ata f*r ih* CSI+1 a:.ld LL,1 whicl: ti:e
r*u,Line i-tses tq1 i,t}.i-1.;,6!-:x-* ,the terrrpoi"ary regi.sters pri*;' t* ti-:e

the integx'aticn procedure {i. *., j"t is the permanent recorC *f
and velocity fc,r the CS&ii and LM)"

NATvtEITAG T T'&TT Ti:qUT\IIU MEANING

inltgraticn
arr rl nf

p*siiicr:

SCAI.ING
EART}I I\XOON

?0 ,12"' 2''RRECTCSM meters
\TRECTCSM m/cs
TETCSM CS

DELTACSM meters
NUVCSM m/cs
RCVCSM meters
VCVCSIU mf cs

TCCSNT cs

XKEPCSM {meters}1/2
RRECTLEM
VRECTLEM
TETLEI\1
DELTALEM
NUVLEM
RCVI,EM
VCVLEM
TCLElVI

SKEPLEM

1) The position vector at

and velocity vector qt

Rectified position vector for CSM

Rectified velocity vector for CSl&

Time of the CM state vector
Position deviation vector S t1i
Veloci"ty deviation vector u (1)

Position conic vector CSM

Veloci.ty conic vector CSM

?ime since rectification
Root of Keplers eq!.tation

Simi)"ar1y for the LM, 42 perrnanent

mernory registers will be maintained.

"]?a
TQ

2*"
zzz zl8

.)

I
29

Z

E:l
a

?g
4

_12:
)72-'

7qzo z"
.!D

20'
1n

2-'
228

216

time TETCSh1

time TETCSM

RCVCSM + TDELTACS}/I

VCYCSM + T}iUVCSM"1S



PGr!.q #

P0p
pcl .

PO?

nn2

ruo
PO?

P11

P17

P2e

P21
P22

P23

P27

P30

P31

P34

P35

P37

P3B

P39

P40

P41

P47

P51

P52

P53

P54

P61- 67

I)74-79

A T)ElE-T.,rr-)Tnr r.1LtL t ,L\ul1\ u

SlAiYlE

C&4C ldiing
Ini.t ial ization
Gyru Ccrnpassing
CpticaL Verification
Power Down

System Test
EOI Monitor
T'PI Search

Rende z-,zou s lJa.r igaticn
Ground Track
Orbital Navigation
CIS Lunar Midcourse Navigation
Uplink
ExternaL Delta Y
General Lambert
TPI Targeting
TPM Targeting
RTE Targeting
SOR Targeting
SOiVI Targeting
SPS Thrust
RCS Thrust
Thrust Monitor
IIVIU Orientation
IMU Realign
Backup Orientation
Backup Align
Entry Prcgrams
Backup Rendezvous Targeting

CATEG*EY
1

-L

b

6

ti

1

6

4

3

?

3

q

1

1

,
2

.)

3

4 (with problems)

3

2

,
2

1

1

1

1

4

Same as corresponding
P3Xrs



HCUTINES {EXTENDE} 18 CALLABI.E GI{LY':'}

1R*3 | DAF tr)ata L*ad
R*5 S Ba;:d Antenna i

R21, :3 Srgh.ting Mark Routrnes & ilOAS Same as P2*

fiS$ Perigee, apcgee, TF !- 3 (can he a 2 wrt"h probLerns)

R3i" Range, Rate, Theta 3

R32 Target av S{can be a 2 r'vith prcbl"ems}

R34 Rendezvous Par 3

R35 Lunar Landmark Selection 5

R36 Out of Plane DisPlaY 3

,i. It is assumed that al"l other routines are in the same category as the

program theY are calied LrY.


